Faster Time to Value:
4 Tips to Replacing or Adopting
Payment Integrity Systems
Replacing current systems and manual processes can be overwhelming,
costly and lengthy, particularly when operating with legacy, home-grown
or disparate point solutions.

4 KEY TIPS FOR CREATING FASTER TIME TO VALUE

1. FASTER TIME TO GO-LIVE
When adopting a new payment integrity solution, the longer it takes to go-live,
the greater the cost. Select a partner to get you up and running faster for a
quicker ROI.

8 Weeks:

Codoxo average time to go live after data receipt

2. RAPID USER ADOPTION
Productivity loss can damage your performance and hinder your ability to meet
cost containment goals. Adopting an easy-to-use, all-in-one tool that delivers
actionable intelligence across all claim types will help your teams adopt a new
solution faster.

We wanted to evaluate some of the new AI vendors and get a sense
of what artificial intelligence can deliver vs. the prior generation of
rules-based systems. After evaluating different technologies, we
selected Codoxo’s AI fraud detection solution.
- Brian Robinson, Director of Harvard Pilgrim’s Special Investigations Units

ROI

3. PROVEN RETURN ON
INVESTMENT (ROI)
Knowing whether to stick with your current system(s) or operations comes
down to one thing – return on investment. Gaining visibility into the potential
return you could realize by investing in new and advanced AI technologies can
make or break your outcomes.
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4. CLIENT REFERENCES
Seeing and hearing from current customers can validate success and provide
confidence that your new cost containment solution is used and trusted by
others like you.

Codoxo’s Forensic AI Platform is a game changer. AI is helping us
identify, prevent, and stop potentially fraudulent activities earlier
than ever.
- Kurt Spear, Vice President Financial Investigations and Provider Review, Highmark
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